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Abstract This talk will provide some new and novel application-independent perspectives on why
improved performance usually occurs as one goes from crisp, to type-1 and to interval type-2 fuzzy
systems, by introducing three kinds of partitions: 1) Uncertainty partitions that let us distinguish type-1
fuzzy sets from crisp sets, and interval type-2 fuzzy sets from type-1 fuzzy sets; 2) First-and second-order
rule partitions that are direct results of uncertainty partitions, and are associated with the number of
rules that fire in different regions of the state space, and, the changes in their mathematical formulae
within those regions; 3)Novelty partitions that can only occur in an interval type-2 fuzzy system that uses
type-reduction. Rule and novelty partitions sculpt the state space into hyper-rectangles within each of
which resides a different nonlinear function. It is the greater sculpting of the state space by a type-1
fuzzy system that lets it outperform a crisp system, and the even greater sculpting of the state space by
an interval type-2 fuzzy system that lets it outperform a type-1 fuzzy system. The latter can occur even
when type-1 and interval type-2 fuzzy systems are described by the same number of parameters.
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